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Julian and Janine, from Paddy’s Paddock, delivering fresh organic vegetables to the Village stall 
on Thursday 20th February. Delivery is usually on Wednesdays but the 19th it rained and
harvesting in the rain does not bode well for the harvest to sit in dampness.

Following the pruning workshop by Helen Montgomery Shirley purchased some couture fashion 
to put among the vegetables. Helen said that cabbage moth and some other vegetable eating 
insects are repelled by the colour blue.



On Wednesday 11th March Shirley went to Paddy’s Paddock to help Janine and Julian start of  
the hot compost stack in readiness for the composting workshop that weekend. First up she was 

warmly welcomed into the staff  room for a cup of  coffee. Luxury at its best.

Janine and Julian had prepared much of  the material required. They had even started the base 
of  the stack. 

Bowls of  lawn clippings for the green layer. Hay soaking in water in the long trough.

The steel droppers are used to hold the stack in place.



Janine is adding walls to the structure with rolled wet hay then she is sprinkling a layer of  
dolerite and chicken manure pellets over that surface.

Layers and layers.



More layering and care when building walls.

Julian adding water to the trough



Sadly in early March when Shirley came to the garden she noticed the Honesty Box had been 
prised open, ruined and all funds gone. One again, Malcolm to the rescue. He immediately 
designed and built a more substantial structure to hold the money from the stall at the gate. One 
of  the aims of  the stall is to help community members, but not to finance them. We are aiming to 
give them assess to fresh, low cost organic vegetables.



Saturday 14th March
The day of  the composting workshop at Paddy’s Paddock.

There was a ferocious wind coming off  the bay which ensured we helped out to generate a bit of  
heat.

The Materials were ready for us.

Eleven participants turned up to find out about composting, The Marcus Ragus way.
Workshop attendees investigating the materials



Rolling out the wet hay to make walls.

Adding a wet hay layer



Admiring the layer of  garden waste, the windrow, to be mowed for use in the heap.

Layering of  the heap.

All working hard!



Admiring a good job done.



The Worm Tower.

This can be filled with kitchen food scraps layered with bokashi to break down the waste and 
fertilise the garden. It strongly encourages worms to the garden. This worm tower was 
decorated by students from the Triabunna School. The section of  pipe underground has holes in 
it as access for the worms. As the lid is secure it is a rodent free waste station.

Malcolm is investigating the possibility of  making some for the Village Garden. Thanks Malcolm.

For more information about composting please go to one of  these sites:
www.rtb.tas.gov.au and follow the link to The Great Composter or
taswater.com.au or
https:/www.thecompostgardener.com/bokashi.htm

As ERDO has advised, The Village is now closed as a result of  the COVID19 situation. However,
Shirley will still be in the garden most Wednesdays and Thursday afternoons. Gardening waits 
for nothing! If  you would like to purchase vegetable and herb seedlings, or small raised garden
beds you are most welcome to contact Shirley and arrangements can be made, as long as you 
practice the recommended “Social Distancing”. All plants are $2 each. Small beds are $15 each. 



Our last, and last for a while, Market Day was on Sunday 15th March. Many visitors to the garden
were amused by the rogue pumpkin growing in
the olive tree. This was not manipulated by any other than the pumpkin plant itself.
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